If you wish to become a voter you must say so during THAT agenda item in the 802.3 Plenary Meeting. This will be done very early in the meeting Monday PM and Thursday PM.

1. Agata, Naoki
2. Ali, Hassan
3. (o) Bouda, Martin
4. (c) Brillhart, Theodore
5. (c) Brown, Thomas
6. (o) Brownlee, Phillip
7. Buntz, Stefan
8. Conroy, Keith
9. (o) Dawson, Fred
10. (c) Dinh, Thuyen
11. Folkens, Norbert
12. (o) Furlong, Michael
13. Garcia, Modesto
14. Geest, Jan
15. (o) Goergen, Joel
16. Green, Malcolm
17. Gu, Zhenzhong
18. (o) Hess, David
19. (o) Hirai, Riu
20. Hirth, Ryan
21. (o) Horrmeyer, Bernd
22. Huber, Martin
23. (o) Ishibe, Kazuhiko
24. Jackson, Kenneth
25. Kaku, Shinkyo
26. Kish, Paul
27. (o) Kobayashi, Shigeru
28. (o) Kramer, Glen
29. Lane, Brett
30. (o) Li, Shaohua
31. Lin, Ru Jian
32. (o) Liu, James
33. (o) Lo, William
34. (c) Lukacs, Miklos
35. Meurer, Martin
36. (o) Muir, Ron
37. (c) Murray, Dale
38. (o) Muyshondt, Henry
39. Nielsen, Allan
40. Nouri, Ahmad
41. (o) Perez De Aranda Alonso, Ruben
42. Renteria, Victor
43. Rossbach, Martin
44. (c) Sasaki, Yasuo
45. Sayre, Edward
46. (o) Scruton, Peter
47. (c) Shanbhag, Megha
48. Shang, Song Quan
49. Shen, Tek-Ming
50. (o) Sone, Yoshiaki
51. Song, Haoyu
52. (o) Sprague, Edward
53. (o) Stencel, Leonard
54. Sun, Yanbin
55. Timmins, Ian
56. (o) Tipper, Alan
57. Toyoda, Hidehiro
58. Tretter, Albert
59. (o) Tseng, Wen-Cheng
60. Tsutsumi, Satoshi

(o) = Requested to become member at opening plenary, (c) = Requested to become member at closing plenary
61 (c) Ugolini, Alan
62 Vallance, R.
63 Vijn, Arien
64 (c) Welch, Brian
65 Wirtz, Michael
66 Xu, Hongchun
67 Yuan, Liquan
68 Zinner, Helge
69 (o) Zou, Gaoling

(o) = Requested to become member at opening plenary, (c) = Requested to become member at closing plenary